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Abstract

A current problem is comparing the techniques for evaluating large datasets
and interpretation of these data for making decisions in a better way. This
paper compares two widely used classification algorithms (ZeroR, J48) from
the point of view of several metrics with open source Weka tool. The ex-
perimental comparison was made on two datasets of different sizes and from
different domains: business and life.
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1 Introduction

Classification is a task often required in data mining. Supervised learning
classification techniques use a training dataset containing istances (observations)
and their labels. Classification process build a model that is able to identify to
which category a new observation belongs to.

In literature there exist many classification algorithms and in a data min-
ing process one can use them, depending on their performance and classification
accuracy. In [13] the authors present the classification from two perspectives: Su-
pervised Learning and Unsupervised Learning. In supervised learning, the aim is
to identify a class that a new observation belongs to, based on a training set of
examples. In unsupervised learning algorithms we have only instances (observa-
tion) and the algorithms find themselves criteria to group the data and to build
clusters (similar to classes in supervised classification).

In Supervised Learning an important issue is strong dependency of data. The
No Free Lunch theorem in Machine Learning proves that there is not a specific
classification method having a high performance for all problems, and all sets of
data. In this paper we study the performance of two classification algorithms,
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ZeroR and J48. The J48 classifier that we consider in our paper is an open source
Java implementation of the C4.5 algorithm. The C4.5 algorithm builds decision
trees from a set of training data.

ZeroR is another classifier used in data mining. ZeroR classifier takes into
account the target attribute and its possible values and does not include any
rule. Data mining techniques are also used in information systems, [1]-[5], and
mathematical modeling, [6]-[7]. We remark that decision making systems also
use different supervized learning techniques for classification task. Applications
of decision trees can be found in [8]-[10].

2 Data mining classifiers: ZeroR and J48

In [11], [12], [15], [16] the authors present the most used data mining algo-
rithms, which are implemented in Weka tool, a software written in Java. Some
features of this tool are: preprocessing, classification, clustering, association rules,
attribute selection, visualization [17].

The systems that construct classifiers take as input a collection of instances,
each belonging to one of a number of classes. Each instance is a vector of attributes
values. The output is a classifier used to predict the class to which belongs an
new instance.

The two classification algorithms, J48 and ZeroR are compared based on many
metrics. We compute these metrics using two evaluation techniques: cross val-
idation and percentage split. The experimental comparison was made on two
datasets, “Absenteeism at work” and “Somerville Happiness Survey” [18].

In k-folds cross validation method, the data set is divided into k subsets of
data of about the same size. From these subsets, a subset of data will be used as
a test data set and the remaining k-1 subsets will be used as training data. The
method allows all subsets to be used for both validation and training.

The percentage split method divides the database into two disjoint subsets,
one for training and one for testing.

3 Case study using ZeroR and J48 classifiers

The datasets used for our case study are:

1. Absenteeism at work, having 21 attributes and 740 records;

2. Somerville Happiness Survey, having 7 attributes and 143 records.

3.1 Percentage Split Method for model evaluation

The datasets are randomly split in two disjoint parts, one for training and one
for testing. We use two splits :

• Split1: 66% training and 34 % for testing;

• Split2: 75% training and 25% for testing.
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In Figure 1 we present the accuracy on the testing data sets for the two splits.

Figure 1: Comparison of Accuracy on testing data set, using Percentage Split
Method for Absenteeism and Happiness

Figure 2 shows the different metrics of precision computed for the two classi-
fication techniques taken into account. We used as metrics Kappa statistics, True
Positive Rate (TP Rate), Receiver Operating Characteristics (ROC) Area.

For the definition on this metrics you can see [14] and [15].

Figure 2: Accuracy Parameters for Absenteeism and Happiness evaluation

Conclusion is that the J48 algorithm has the best performance for all the three
precision measures.

In Figure 3 we show the evaluation algorithms using other important precision
metrics:

MAE - Mean Absolute Error;

RMSE - Root Mean –Squared Error;

RAE - Relative Absolute Error;

RRSE - Root Relative Squared Error.

For more details about metrics these see [14] and [15].
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Figure 3: Mean Absolute Error, Root Mean Square Error, Relative Absolute
Error, Root Relative Squared Error for Absenteeism and Happiness evaluation

Figure 3 shows that J48 algorithm has the highest performance compared with
ZeroR algorithm. If we have a smaller number of values like in Happiness dataset,
the J48 algorithm has a very high error rate with poor performance [15].

3.2 Cross validation evaluation method

The statistical validation technique called “cross validation” decides on a fix
number of folds, or partitions of data. If we use 10 folds, the data is divided
(split) randomly into 10 approximately equal parts, where nine-tenth is for train-
ing and one-tenth for testing. One repeats the procedure 10 times, so that every
instance will be used exactly once for testing. The mean accuracy reported on
cross validation is then used for model evaluation.

Figure 4 shows the accuracy measure of the two classification techniques:
Kappa statistics, True Positive Rate (TP Rate), Receiver Operating Characteris-
tics (ROC) Area.

Figure 4: Accuracy Parameters for Absenteeism and Happiness evaluation

From Figure 4 results that J48 algorithm is good in terms of accuracy.

To evaluate the success of numeric prediction there are several alternative mea-
sures, like the following: Mean Absolute Error (MEA), Root Mean Square Error
(RMSE), Relative Absolute Error (RAE), Root Relative Squared Error (RRSE).
In Figure 5 we show the numeric prediction for the two evaluated datasets.
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Figure 5: Mean Absolute Error, Root Mean Square Error, Relative Absolute
Error, Root Relative Squared Error for Absenteeism and Happiness evaluation

For both datasets, J48 algorithm has minimum error rate and good perfor-
mance.

3.3 Conclusion

ZeroR and J48 have been evaluated on two different datasets, using Weka tool.
The evaluation has been made using different metrics. For evaluation of accuracy
we used two different split and also 10 fold cross validation.

Regardless of the number of data, J48 had the best performance. The two
datasets used have different sizes and belong to different fields of data. All the
experiments prove that J48 out performs ZeroR.
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